
ESSAY ON USE OF TECHNOLOGY FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

USE OF TECHNOLOGY FOR FUTURE AND DEVELOPMENT. "Our future is what we plan for it, it is based on our
vision and our work. science.

The difference is that Carr argues that this new technology is making us stupid while Cascio argues that it is
making us smarter. I consider these and other topics as too narrow in scope or able to be covered under one or
more of the other headings. This could be possible only because of technological advancement in health
sector. Science and Technology are contributing in most of the areas like transport, medicine, etc.
Technological advancement and development have come to a stage where human society finds itself at a
crossroads. It is a commonly held belief that science has reached its perfect stage and that everybody can
learn, conduct, research, and benefit from science in the same way and at the same level. The sustainability of
development is in question today. This articles also points out the negative effects of technological
advancements on social, cultural and economic aspects of human life. Those who are against technology have
the opinion that technology harms people and will ultimately ruin human civilization As science and
technology changes people life to a very great extent. But, it is important to keep in mind that technological
advancement has affected human life both positively as Well as negatively. This has happened only due to
irrational use of technology. By helping kids learn how to observe, collect evidence, and draw conclusions,
science helps students sharpen their thinking about the ideas and events they encounter in everyday life.
Scientists have made it possible to take the highest benefits from technologies. Facebook is the most popular
social media platform of all time, within six years, Facebook has experienced dramatic growth; it has reached
more than a billion users and is still growing rapidly It actually reduces the expenditure of mining,
transportation of coal. So, people have an opportunity now to enjoy its results, having their lives more
comfortable and pleasurable. I think it is important to bear in mind the mutual goal: to keep the planet with
mankind and all its beautiful animals and plants alive. Census was the catalyst for the boom of computing
technology. Some people also think that it is not environmentally friendly to use all the advantages of
scientific progresses. Nowadays, newly created satellites are used to bring a light concerning outer space.
They choose to play games and go into chat rooms instead of going to the park to play with kids and interact,
it is easier for kids to grab a bag of chips and sit and watch T. This could be avoided with the help of science
which would assist the police department to control the loss of public properties and also the loss of time spent
on it. The U. For more than a century utopian dreamers and men and women of science and letters have
looked for a future world where machines would replace human labour, creating a near workerless society of
abundance and leisure Nevertheless, are the devices that people use in their day-to-day lives essential
Researchers are trying to find a supercharged battery, so that a single one can replace a large no of ones.
Science is the study of knowledge which can be made into a system and usually depends on seeing and testing
facts and stating general laws. Technology is not only about technology itself or more efficiency and
discovering new methods and processes; we have to add the component of art which is about to make wise
choices for the future of technology. Actually, Science and Technology introduces us the foundation of
up-to-date civilization. Forster, each story presents aspects of society that prominently appear today. The role
of science and technology in future design is very vital one. The product of co-existence of science and
technology has contributed to the development of countries such as, America, Japan, and china and to an
extent in some African countries. The stage of development the human being has arrived could have been
possible without the advancement in technology. Related Articles:. Many medicines, which are created to save
million people lives, are also products of science.


